
Conventional medicine failed me.

Hi (name),

If you're new to The Myers Way®, I'd love to share more of my story, my mission...
And reveal why I made the choice to cross over into functional medicine and help
people just like you.

It all started when I was a US Peace Corps volunteer in Paraguay. I discovered I had a
deep passion for helping others, so I decided to go to medical school.

While in school, I found out I had Graves' disease — an autoimmune thyroid condition
that made it hard for me to get through each day, let alone do countless hours of
studying, exams, and clinical rotations.

The accepted mode of treatment was (and still is) to kill the thyroid using radioactive
iodine or remove it rather than seeking out an alternative…

And that's exactly what happened to me.

Without a thyroid, I was doomed to a future of taking thyroid hormones for the rest of my
life.

I suddenly felt like the very thing I was studying and learning about — conventional
medicine — had failed me.

And I knew there had to be a better way.

Thankfully, I was able to complete medical school, then my residency...

Eventually becoming a successful ER physician where I served at two different
hospitals before deciding to open my own practice, Austin UltraHealth, in 2010.

It was there that I discovered functional medicine and continued my training.

Over time, I discovered how to successfully treat my patients by

getting to the root cause of their condition...



Rather than chasing symptoms with harsh (and often toxic) medications.

Soon enough, people from all over the world were coming to see me after hearing how

I'd helped thousands of others reverse their conditions…

I was booked out for several months at a time...

Which was frustrating, and I realized I'd never get a chance to work with everyone

who'd heard about my work — and needed my help.

I just knew I could help even more people by sharing my story and expertise, which is

why I started Amy Myers MD®.

Now, millions of people from around the world have changed their lives through my

programs, articles, books, and one-of-a-kind supplements.

Wherever you are in your own health journey, I hope you feel empowered because I'm

here to support YOU all the way!

(Psst... stay tuned for some exclusive recipes I'll be sending you soon — they make

living The Myers Way® deliciously easy)!






